
          
  

 

  

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                  
This week we have seen the start of ‘live’ sessions for the children. I have 
dropped in on many of the lessons and it has been lovely to see the 
children engaging so positively and enjoying seeing their peers and 
teachers. A huge thank you to all the teaching staff who have delivered live 
sessions this week. It is a very time consuming and daunting process to 
project into people’s homes and I am immensely grateful for their 
commitment in doing this to ensure that the children’s learning continues. 

There has been a wealth of excellent learning taking place both here in school and online. We have 
tried to include some examples of work in this newsletter. A special mention to Sahar who clearly 
listened to the assembly this week and produced an excellent Hope balloon. If you have not had the 
opportunity to make one yet, please do have a go and send them into school for me to see. 

We have an increasing number of girls getting to 10 house points which is excellent. If the children 
get a HP or a star emoji on their comments this counts as a house point. 

Please remember that next Friday is a bank holiday and therefore there will be no lessons that day. I 
trust you all have a lovely weekend and I look forward to charting the children’s progress via Google 
classroom next week. 

Fun fact: We are all made of stars 

It may seem impossible to believe when you look up at the starry night, but according to The 
National Geographic scientists have discovered that elements found in the human body come from 
the thousands of stars in our Milky Way. In fact, everything on earth originates from stardust! 

 

 



Headteacher Awards have been given to the following girls: 

Nursery: Orla for her lovely painting, Siya P for her Troll creation, Amelia R for 
working so hard this week.  

Reception: Anjula for amazing writing, Siya for her fantastic handwriting, 
Carolina and Matilde for their wonderful dog facts.   

FI: Arya for her amazing artwork.  

FII: Amy, Neve and Samaira for their wonderful Origami work. 

FIII: Alice and Tasneem for their slideshows about parts of a plant. 

FIV: Elyse B for her research into Penguins and their habitat.   

FV: Khiana for her work on the lifecycle of a flowering plant.   

FVI: Maeve for her research into black holes. 
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Form II – Ten house points achieved by Zaynab, Sophia B, Anoushka, Emma 
and Inaya. Well done 

 

Arya F II for her 
amazing artwork. 



                   

 

                                         

It’s been lovely seeing the work that the children are producing at home.  Thasmai made a great 
model and Diya made a fabulous chocolate cake and some great artwork. 

Also, all the girls in Reception have been trying hard to think of something they could do each day to 
make someone at home happy. Mrs McGreevy has had some really lovely comments on Thursday 
including helping to cook, tidying up, playing with younger siblings and making a cards and pictures. 

Anjula has made a castle with her sister. (Photograph in Senior House section) 

The Red Fox 

The cunning red fox looks reddish brown and has a wide, bushy tail with a white tip at the end.  It 
moves with a quick bounding step and can run faster than a bolting human athlete! Foxes live almost 
anywhere even by the salty sea!  All foxes are omnivores which means they eat meat like carnivores 
and vegetables like herbivores.  The eat things from old meat to sweet berries.  We have a healthy 
family of beautiful foxes in our neat garden and they keep eating the crunchy monkey nuts we 
buried before.

 

 

 

Amelia F1 – 
Great flags 
produced for 
Geography. 

By Zaynab FII 

Children were asked to choose an animal and write a factual description 
about it, using adjectives and varied sentence openers.  Great job 
Zaynab. 

 

 



 

 

     

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                             

 

   

The girls have been busy putting their mathematical skills to use in the kitchen- well done girls! 

Thank you to the following girls for sending in their photos: Aizah- FIII Anna- FIII Grace FIV Ishani- FIV 
Nabila/Saamiya- FIV Elyse B- FIV Annah- FV 

Shreya (FIII) and Anjula 
(Reception) have been 
collecting empty boxes, 
cartons, toilet rolls and pots 
and created this amazing 
castle.

 

Holly FIV – Has been working hard 
on this wonderful artwork. 

Sahar FV –  

Fabulous Hope Balloon 



 

Mrs Darvill and the children had great fun dancing in the hall this week with Jump Start Johnny.

 

    

 

              

             

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                     

Happy birthday to:                                           

FII – Eleanor, Zaynab 

FIII- Elyse B 

 
 

 

 


